Application of Genetic Optimization Algorithms to Lumped Circuit Modelling of Coupled Planar Coils
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ABSTRACT

In portable electronic devices, like smart phones, coupled planar coils are often used as common mode filters (CMF). The purpose of these CMF is to suppress electromagnetic interference (EMI) between wireless communications systems (e.g. WiFi) and digital high-speed interfaces (e.g. USB3). A designer of such an electronic device usually carries out a signal integrity (SI) analysis, using models of the system components. There are two alternative ways of modelling the CMF: One is based on matrices (called S-parameters) that describe the behaviour in the frequency domain and are either derived from measurements or simulation tools. The other is using a representation based on lumped circuit networks. In this work, a lumped network is generated manually based on expert knowledge. The advantage of this approach is the reduced number of only passive network components compared to traditional methods that produce much larger networks comprising of many active and passive devices. On the other hand, suitable component values of the lumped network need to be found so that the network exhibits the same frequency response as the physical device. Since there are many interacting parameters to be tuned, this cannot be achieved manually. Hence, a genetic algorithm is applied to this optimisation problem. Two sets of experiments were carried out and a sensitivity analysis has been conducted. It has been shown that the proposed method is capable of finding near optimal solutions within reasonable computation time.

INTRODUCTION

Modern portable electronic devices have to be as compact as possible whilst being efficient. In such devices, miniaturized planar coils can be found, for example, in common mode filters which are built directly into integrated circuits.

For the design of these coils, sophisticated simulation tools based on the method of moments (Keysight, 2016; Harrington, 1968) are often used. Usually, these simulations return frequency dependent scattering parameters (S-parameters, (Pozar, 2012)). This is a black-box approach describing the electrical behaviour in the frequency domain at the ports (or: terminals) of the device without revealing details about the physics of the internal structure (1).

\[
[S] = \begin{bmatrix}
S_{dd,11} & S_{dd,12} & S_{dc,11} & S_{dc,12} \\
S_{dd,21} & S_{dd,22} & S_{dc,21} & S_{dc,22} \\
S_{cd,11} & S_{cd,12} & S_{cc,11} & S_{cc,12} \\
S_{cd,21} & S_{cd,22} & S_{cc,21} & S_{cc,22}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In matrix (1) all elements are complex valued and frequency dependent. The two parameters \(S_{dd,21}\) and \(S_{cc,21}\) describe the transmission characteristics between the two ports for two different modes of operation, differential mode (dd) and common mode (cc). Those parameters with mixed indices (\(S_{cd,i,j}\) and \(S_{dc,i,j}\)) are relevant for the conversion from one mode to another; for that reason the elements of matrix (1) are also called mixed-mode S-parameters (Bockelman and Eisenstadt, 1995). For passive and reciprocal devices the forward and reverse transmission parameters \(S_{dd,21}\) and \(S_{cc,12}\) are identical. The focus in this work is on \(S_{dd,21}\) and \(S_{cc,21}\), which are the most important parameters for real world applications.

Fig. 1 shows the two modes of operation for a two-port device, like a CMF. The two ports are denoted by the indices 1 and 2 as used in (1). In differential mode (Fig. 1 a) opposing currents \(I_+\), \(I_-\) are applied to the pins of port 1. There is no current in the ground path \(I_{grd} = 0\). The transfer characteristics of this mode from port 1 to port 2 is described by \(S_{dd,21}\).

In common mode (Fig. 1 b)), the pins of port 1 are driven commonly, resulting in a return current of the same amplitude in the ground path. The transfer characteristics of this mode from port 1 to port 2 is described by \(S_{cc,21}\).

However, sometimes a designer needs to analyse the behaviour in the time domain as well. Here, an equivalent circuit model is usually required, which exhibits the...
same characteristics as the coil in both, the time and the frequency domain. In general, broadband SPICE generators (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) produce networks of idealised components (so called lumped networks), which exhibit the required behaviour at their terminals (Stevens and Dhaene, 2008). In practice, these networks consist of a large number of active and passive components, which do not resemble the physics of the coils. The approach presented in this paper uses expert knowledge to generate a network which is closer to the actual physics whilst being much smaller. The challenge in this approach is that the component values of this network have to be determined. However, even for networks with few components the search space is too vast to find the optimum values manually. Therefore, a computational optimisation approach is used in this work and applied to a common mode filter (CMF) that consists of two planar coupled coils.

APPLICATION

In high-speed differential data lines (e.g. USB, SATA, PCIe) the spectrum used overlaps with wireless radio communication bands (e.g. GSM, LTE, WIFI). Electromagnetic interference (EMI) for example caused by USB 3 data lines can potentially disturb wireless applications in the 2.4 GHz band as reported in (Intel, 2012; Chen et al., 2013; USB, 2016). In the same manner, the spectrum of an USB 2 signal might interfere with the GSM 900 MHz downlink spectrum (Werner et al., 2015). This can cause a degradation of the receiver sensitivity in a mobile phone.

As wireless and wired signals utilise the same frequency band, a low pass filter can not be used to reduce unwanted interference from data lines into an antenna and finally the receiver. Instead, a common mode filter is applied. The purpose of a CMF is to suppress unwanted common mode (CM) currents on the data lines, since those currents are responsible for the EMI. Ideally, the differential mode (DM) currents of the wanted high-speed signals are not affected. Typically, CMFs are built using two coupled coils.

Common mode filter with on-chip planar coils

Fig. 2 a) shows the top view on a planar copper coil as part of an integrated on-chip CMF (Werner et al., 2016). In addition Fig. 2 b) presents the layout view from the EM design tool (Keysight, 2016).

For all kind of digital high-speed transmission systems, a signal integrity (SI) analysis is performed in the time domain. This involves the simulation of a large number of transmitted data bits and the evaluation of their electrical characteristics at each sampling point in the time domain. The segmented and overlapped representation of this time domain data is known as eye diagram (Gao et al., 2010; Ahmadyan et al., 2015). Here, the simulation in the time domain benefits from an exact and compact SPICE model of the involved planar structures.

Circuitry

The fundamental common mode filtering is achieved by two planar copper coils. The chosen device-under-test (DUT) provides furthermore ESD protection in order to avoid destruction of the sensitive CMOS system-on-chip (SoC). This protection is accomplished by two low-voltage triggered semiconductor controlled rectifiers (LVTSCR) which will shunt the current of an ESD pulse into the ground (GND) connection. These LVTSCR are depicted by the diode symbols in Fig. 3. In an real application, like a smart phone with USB 3 connector, the diodes would be mounted towards the external interface, in order to protect the SuperSpeed receive (SSRX) or transmit (SSTX) signal lines.

Physical realisation

The filter device is fabricated in a planar bipolar semiconductor process with two metal layers made by aluminium. In addition, three layers of polyimide and three layers of copper are added on top of the planar wafer. Two of these copper layers form the planar coupled coils. There is no plastic package surrounding the silicon die, instead the device is attached with solder balls and manufactured as wafer level chip scale package. The contact side of the CMF is depicted in Fig. 2 a). The five solder balls marked with "Port", "SOC" and "GND" can be clearly identified as well as
the octagonal shaped coil around the GND ball. The layout of this CMF, generated in an EM simulation tool, is shown in Fig. 2 b). It marks in the same manner the five ball pads. Due to the top view perspective only the upper coil layer can be seen.

Fig. 4. Cross sectional view from EM simulation tool showing all metal layers (without solder balls) (Werner et al., 2016).

The cross sectional view in Fig. 4 provides a more detailed perspective into the structure:

The symbol ”A” marks the top level metal of the semiconductor process which is needed to implement the basic semiconductor schematic. Furthermore it provides the interconnection to the 3-metal/3-polyimide-process. ”B” denotes the interconnect between first copper layer and top aluminium layer. ”C” and ”D” mark the two copper layers which are the core of this common mode filter. These layers determine dominantly the inductance and resistance of the coils. The third copper layer, marked by ”E”, enables the so-called under bump metal, a drop area for the solder ball. Fig. 5 depicts the physical cross section of the manufactured CMF. Fig. 5 a) shows a cross section that is orthogonal to the cut plane as shown in Fig. 4. This picture gives a good impression about the real relation between silicon thickness, solder ball and copper structures. As it can be seen in Fig. 5 b) the planar coil windings are rectangular shaped with a larger width than height and a spacing in the same range as the height. The typical spacing between the coil windings is 5 μm.

Fig. 5. Cross sectional view from scanning electron microscope: a) symmetric cut through GND ball; b) detailed view on upper and lower copper coil layer (Werner et al., 2016).

**STRUCTURAL MODELLING**

As mentioned above, when a designer needs to analyse the behaviour of an entire system in the time domain, for example for a signal integrity analysis, a lumped network can offer a solution. In contrast to transforming S-parameters directly into the time domain, this approach has the advantage that causality, passivity and reciprocity (Triverio et al., 2007) are inherently fulfilled.

One of the simplest schematic diagrams, one could think of, that represents the electric function as shown in Fig. 3 is given in Fig. 6: The two planar coils are represented by inductors L1a and L1b, while the magnetic coupling is modelled by the coupling coefficient kval. Electric and dielectric losses are summed up into the two resistors R1a, R1b. The two LVTSCRs are in a high impedance state as long as no ESD pulse is discharged. Thus their junction capacitance (Cval) is the dominant characteristic to be considered here. Finally, this simple lumped circuit model is described by only four parameters: Lval, Rval, kval and Cval. After a swift manual tuning of those four values, a comparison of the tuned model and the measured frequency response of the CMF was done.

Both, differential and common mode response are calculated and plotted by their magnitude and phase in Fig. 7. While the phase is matched for frequencies up to around 1 GHz, the amplitude response starts to show significant deviation already at ≈600 MHz. Since this CMF is applied to an USB 3 signal with 5 GBit/s, it is obvious that this model is not suited to perform a proper signal integrity (SI) analysis in the time domain. A more complex, yet still comprehensible model is given in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6. Basic schematic diagram of common mode filter with ESD protection.

Fig. 7. Amplitude and phase response of CM and DM: Measured data of DUT vs. simulated response of simple lumped model.

The core of this model is a set of seven cascaded pairs of coupled coils. They are meant to mimic the 7.5 windings of the DUT. From the outer to the inner windings it is assumed that resistance will decrease and inductance will increase slightly. This is modelled by a factor c1, applied from one segment to another. Each single inductor is characterised by its inductance (∝L1) and its resistance (∝R1). The magnetic coupling k2 is assumed to be identical for all paired inductors. The total capacitance between upper and lower copper layer of the coils is described by six capacitors and two parameters: the fundamental capacitance C1 and another scaling factor c2. Inter-winding capaci-
tance is neglected. Cross-talk from the CMF input to the output is modelled by a series network $C_s$, $R_s$ on each signal line. In general the impedance of each signal trace at the terminals is modelled by a series resistor and inductor. The values of these components ($L_{in}$, $R_{in}$ and $L_{out}$, $R_{out}$) may differ for input and output since the LVTSCRs are only present at one side. For the junction capacitance of the LVTSCRs the capacitance $C_d$ is used. The impedance of the inter-connect metal is modelled by $L_d$, $R_d$ while the shunt resistor $R_{ds}$ represents losses and is applied to tune the quality factor of the LC-circuit formed by $L_c$ and $C_d$. Finally, the connection to the GND ball is defined by $L_{gnd}$ and $R_{gnd}$. The challenge now is to determine the 19 component values so that the behaviour of the lumped model matches that of the measurements from the actual device. This is achieved in this work by computational optimisation.

**MODEL OPTIMISATION**

In computational optimisation a given error function $f$ is driven towards an extreme value by a direct search algorithm in an iterative process (see Fig. 9). The error function maps an error value onto a given design vector $d$. Here, this vector contains the 19 component values to be optimised (2).

The error $e$ is then used by the optimisation algorithm to create new candidate solutions, i.e. design vectors.

The challenge in this research is to find an optimum design vector $d'$ that produces a DM and CM frequency response as close as possible to the measured data of the DUT by minimising the error function (3).

$$d' = \arg \min_d f(d)$$ (3)

The error function and the algorithm used in this work are described below.

**Error Function**

For the problem at hand the error is defined as difference between a calculated and a measured frequency response (5)-(13). Such a difference can be calculated by comparing both graphs at arbitrary discrete frequencies. Since the given frequency responses exhibit a strong variation at rather high frequencies, the sampling rates have been chosen differently for low and high frequencies according to (4), see Fig. 10.

Since the interest is in both, differential mode and common mode response, two error terms $e_{DM}$ and $e_{CM}$ are combined using the weighted sum (5).

Both frequency responses are complex valued, i.e. amplitude and phase have to be optimised. With (6) and (10) again a weighted sum is used to combine these contributions to the error value.
Randomly initialise the gene pool, the number of individuals in the gene pool, the number of tournaments used for the selection of one parent, and the maximum number of iterations \( i_{max} \), the gene pool is randomly initialised. In each of the \( n \) generations, parents from the current generation are selected for the mating pool using tournament selection with \( r \) tournaments each (Miller and Goldberg, 1996). Then, uniform crossover (Syswerda, 1989) is used with probability \( p_c \) to produce offspring from the mating pool. After power mutation (Deep and Thakur, 2007) is applied to the offspring with the probability \( p_m \), parents that perform worse than their offspring are replaced by their offspring. The algorithm terminates after \( i_{max} \) generations.

The next section provides the results of the experiments conducted.
TABLE I: Optimisation parameters and results of the second simulation set with $N = 25$ runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>$L_{in}$</td>
<td>$R_{in}$</td>
<td>$L_d$</td>
<td>$R_d$</td>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>$R_{ds}$</td>
<td>$C_{ds}$</td>
<td>$L_{out}$</td>
<td>$R_{out}$</td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>$C_p$</td>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>$R_s$</td>
<td>$C_s$</td>
<td>$L_{out}$</td>
<td>$R_{out}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit</td>
<td>nH</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
<td>nH</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>kOhm</td>
<td>pF</td>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
<td>nH</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>pF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
<td>pF</td>
<td>nH</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower limit</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper limit</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPERIMENTS

For the experiments, the number of generations was set to $m_{max} = 20,000$ and the population size to $n = 1000$. The crossover probability was chosen to be $p_c = 0.6$ and the mutation probability was $p_m = 0.001$. Five individuals competed in each tournament. All these parameters were determined empirically and have been applied successfully in previous work (Werner and Nolle, 2016). With respect to the search space of the optimisation variables, two sets of experiments were conducted, each with 25 simulation runs.

The error values are normalized by the lower bound of the error values, i.e. 880. Fig. 13 shows a convergence plot for the average errors and the best solutions of each generation over 25 runs. It can be observed that most populations have converged after approximately 4000 generations.

After the first set of 25 runs it could be observed that 14 runs ended with an $L_{out}$ value of 0 nH, which is exactly the lower limit of this optimisation parameter. The solutions related to this result are labelled group I. The other eleven solutions, denoted group II, resulted in $0.7 \text{nH} < L_{out} < 1.3 \text{nH}$. Results for both groups and the measured data are shown in Fig. 14. Even though the group I solutions yield a lower error value than those of group II they show a rather large deviation in the magnitude against the response of the DUT. Since the response of group II is more desirable and the value of $L_{out} = 0 \text{nH}$ is physically unreasonable, the lower limit for this parameter was adjusted to 0.5 nH for the second set of 25 runs.

After the adjustment of the lower limit for $L_{out}$ a clustering could still be observed; solutions belonging to one cluster converged towards the (new) lower limit whereas the others converged towards 1.15 nH. Therefore, the solutions were analysed separately for each cluster (Table II). Both clusters of this second set were labelled group I and II in the same way as it was done in the first set. Group I solutions are the ones that converged towards the lower limit of $L_{out}$, the remaining solutions belong to group II.

DISCUSSION

The best solution of group II (Table II) was used as overall solution and compared with the measurement data. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 depict the frequency responses for both, the differential and the common mode, of the simulation respectively the measured data.

Fig. 15 shows that, for the differential mode, amplitude $|S_{dd,21}|$ and phase $\arg(S_{dd,21})$ are matched very well up to approximately 7 GHz. At the resonance frequency of 7.6 GHz, amplitude and phase show a certain deviation and above 9 GHz the model and measurements do not agree. For the common mode (Fig. 16) the amplitude response $|S_{cc,21}|$ is matched quite well in general with the exception of the resonance frequency around 2.5 GHz and frequencies above 5 GHz.

The phase $\arg(S_{cc,21})$ is matched accurately up to 600 MHz. At higher frequencies it still follows the measurements in principle, but with a higher error.

For both modes, the chosen model matches the measurements well in amplitude and phase over wide frequency ranges. This can be observed in more detail from Fig. 17, which shows the logarithmic magnitude of the complex differences. For frequencies below 7 GHz both differences are below -20 dB.

In order to analyse the complexity of this optimisation problem, a sensitivity analysis of the component values has been performed. In the optimum solution from group II (best (II) in Table II) each element of the optimum design vector $d^*$ is varied at a time by a step of $(h \cdot d^i)$ with $h = 1 \cdot 10^{-3}$. This allows to approximate the derivative of the error function with respect to...
Fig. 15. Differential mode frequency response $S_{dd,21}$ of DUT and model.

Fig. 16. Common mode frequency response $S_{cc,21}$ of DUT and model.

to the $i$th component of $d$ (Bischof and Carle, 1998).

$$\frac{\partial f(d)}{\partial d_i} \bigg|_{d=d'} \approx \frac{f(d' + h \cdot d_i \cdot e_i) - f(d')}{h \cdot d_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Here, $f$ is the error function and $e_i$ is the $i$th Cartesian basis vector. The analysis is done for both error functions of the differential and the common mode.

Table III presents the sensitivities for the common mode (CM sens.) and the differential mode (DM sens.) for each component. It can be observed that some sensitivities are equal or close to zero, i.e. with respect to the corresponding parameter, a (local) optimum has been reached, whereas others show a significant deviation from zero. This indicates that further improvements might be possible.

Another interesting aspect is that in the common mode there is no electric current through components 8 and 9, hence they have no effect on the resulting frequency responses. Both observations agree with the actual physics of the network.

**CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

In this work, the behaviour of a coupled coil device was modelled by a lumped element network. The advantage is that this model describes the device not only in the frequency domain, but also in the time domain. The latter is important for the signal integrity analysis of high-speed interfaces, like USB 3. The topology of the network was generated manually using expert knowledge. It should be noted that the modelling of a complex physical device by a simplified (lumped) net-
work can never achieve an exact representation but only a close approximation. The challenge of this approach is that the component values of the network have to be determined.

The aim is to find a local optimum which produces a frequency response as close as possible to the DUT characteristic.

Since this optimisation problem is complex, a computational optimisation method, namely a genetic algorithm, was employed. The solution found produced good matching between the measurements and model responses for frequencies up to approximately 7 GHz. Whilst this agreement would be sufficient for many applications it is not adequate enough to be applied to interfaces with data rates of 5 Gbit/s and above. This is due to the fact that the fifths harmonic of the fundamental wave of the signal (5.25 GHz) is of importance.

The fact that the results were clustered into two groups indicates that the global optimum was not found. This assumption is supported by the results from the sensitivity analysis presented here.

The next stage of this research will focus on three different aspects: tuning the error function, adjusting the GA control parameters and testing alternative optimisation algorithms.
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